Peace Yoga Air Vent Yoga Mat Bag - Pink Lotus

Peace Yoga Air Vent Yoga Mat Bag - Pink Lotus

FITS MANDUKA MATS AND STANDARD MATS: Bag fits a standard yoga or exercise mat up to 26.5”-wide and 5” in diameter when rolled up
(1/2" inch thick mats WILL NOT FIT). FEATURES: Includes an ADJUSTABLE shoulder strap. The full zipper makes it easy to insert and remove
your yoga mat. The zip pocket easily fits your phone, keys, and cards.AIR VENTS: The key feature of this bag is the four 0.5"-diameter eyelets
for ventilation (excellent for hot yoga mats). These holes allow your mat to breathe, making this a more hygienic way to tote your mat from home
to the gym, yoga class, Pilates class, or wherever you go to workout and exercise.100% COTTON: Durably built multipurpose yoga mat bag
with quality stitching keeps your items protected. EASY TO CLEAN: The bag is machine-washable in cold water, then let air dry. ORIGINAL
DESIGNS: Each bag is embroidered with a design exclusively made for you by Peace Yoga! Set yourself apart in the gym or fitness studio with
our distinctive and colorful designs.CUSTOMER FIRST: Your Peace Yoga Air Vent Yoga Mat Carrier comes with our 90-Day Money Back
Guarantee and Peace Yoga Brand Guarantee. We are constantly looking for ways to enhance your lifestyle with high-quality and affordable
products because we believe in “Lowering Prices. Raising Standards.”Your Peace Yoga Mat Bag is durable, breathable, and convenient for all
of your yoga and exercise needs. The bag fits Manduka mats and all standard mats, and comes with our 90-Day Money Back Guarantee.Yoga
is meant to be freeing: mentally, spiritually and now Ð physically! Peace Yoga's durable and reliable mat bags keep your hands free from excess
baggage, and your yoga mat secure and safe.This line of tote-style mat bags come in a convenient cylindrical shape to easily house your yoga
mat or exercise mat. We then add functional features such as zippered pockets for easy access to your personal belongings, and an easy-toadjust shoulder strap to keep up with your active lifestyle. Then, we add a

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
19,90 €
Discount -5,00 €

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerPeace Yoga

Description Package Includes: 1 - Peace Yoga Mat Carrier Tote Bag with Ventilation Eyelets *YOGA MAT NOT INCLUDED*

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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